This is what wireless hybrid meetings should sound like
with Nureva and ClickShare Conference

Nureva audio solutions and ClickShare Conference partner up to make hybrid meeting as easy as possible – so you can get down to the work that matters most.

Barco ClickShare Conference makes it easy for people to host meetings from personal devices, creating a highly flexible, wireless “bring your own meeting” experience that takes less than 7 seconds to get started. It’s a perfect match for Nureva’s easy and flexible audio solutions, which uses patented Microphone Mist™ technology to provide full-room audio coverage without the need for an expensive, complicated setup.

Creating the flexibility we need

Start a meeting with your preferred conferencing platform by plugging the ClickShare Conference Button into your laptop and clicking it. Immediately your laptop connects to Nureva’s high-quality combined microphone and speaker. Even if you need to rearrange a space for different types of meetings, the Nureva® HDL200, HDL300 and Dual HDL300 systems never need to be moved. Continuous autocalibration means that the audio system is always ready – no tinkering required.
Benefits

**Consistent and reliable audio for BYOM spaces**

Nureva’s audio conferencing systems are powered by patented Microphone Mist™ technology, which fills a space with thousands of virtual microphones for true full-room coverage to ensure remote participants can hear every word. ClickShare Conference perfectly connects with the advanced audio solutions from Nureva, offering an immersive BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) experience for both in-room and remote attendees.

**Easy to install, seamless user experience**

Installing and connecting an HDL200, HDL300 or Dual HDL300 system to a ClickShare Base Unit is easy. There’s no complicated wiring required – just plug in a USB cable and you’re set to go. Meeting participants can easily host meetings with their own device using any UC&C platform. With ClickShare Conference, you don’t need any cables. Just plug in the Button and the Nureva audio system, USB camera and display will be recognized. You can wirelessly share your content for easy conferencing.

**Solutions that work for every space**

Nureva audio conferencing systems and ClickShare products can be combined in multiple ways to suit the size and use case of virtually any meeting space. Thanks to Nureva audio’s continuous calibration which easily adapts to changing room configurations and seating arrangements, you easily can reconfigure spaces with no need for manual system adjustments.

**Getting connected**

Connecting any Nureva audio system to the ClickShare Conference is easy. Just plug in a USB cable and you’re set to go. When users start a meeting from their personal devices, the Nureva audio system will be recognized and available.

Discover the combinations from Barco ClickShare and Nureva audio solutions for all your meeting rooms. All tested and fully compatible.
Nureva

Nureva Inc. is a technology-rich, multiple award-winning private company that imagines and builds audio conferencing solutions that solve the frustrating and persistent problem of poor audio performance in meeting and learning spaces. At the core of every system is the company’s patented Microphone Mist technology, which places thousands of virtual microphones throughout a space to pick up sound from anywhere in the room and deliver clear, reliable audio to remote participants. A passion for achieving simplicity through deep user understanding drives the company’s product roadmap and the value it creates for its customers.

www.nureva.com

Barco

Barco ClickShare Conference brings wireless conferencing, a revolutionary workplace experience. It combines powerful remote communication with easy-to-use wireless collaboration, in any meeting space. Start a meeting from your device, use your preferred conference tool. Automatically you connect wirelessly to room cameras, speakerphones, soundbars for a more immersive meeting. In less than 7 seconds you conference, collaborate and click with our secure, connected and cloud managed solution.

barco.com/clickshare